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You don't survive for nearly a century without undergoing some major
changes, which is why a whole new incarnation ol Weird lales will hit
newsstands in early 2012. Beginning in February or March wilh Weird
Tales#360,the magazine will be produced by publisher John Harlacher
and editor Marvin Kaye, through their company Nth Dimension Media,
which has acquired the publication from Wildside Press. lt will also tech-

nically be the publisher of #359, though it will be edited by Weird Tales'
most recent editor-in-chief, Ann VanderMeer, who is repodedly in talks to
stay 0n as a contributing editor once Harlacher and Kaye take over.
Perhaps best known as the pulp magazine that disseminated the short
fiction of H.P. Lovecraft to the masses starting in the 1920s, Weird Tales
in its various incarnations has published the work of a wide variety of authors over its nearly 9O-year history. This includes Psyclto scribe Robert
Bloch and Conan crealor Robert E. Howard, right up to alive-and-kicking
genre stars such as Ramsey Campbell, Thomas Ligotti and Nina Kiriki
Hoffman. And that, says Kaye, is the point.
"A periodical that is close to 100 years old must change and grow with

the times," he says. "Thus, even its so-called 'classic' period reflected
differing editorial and reader tastes. ... Despite the early presence of
Lovecraft and his contemporaries, I think it really hit its stride in the
1 940s, when Ray Bradbury, Robert Bloch, August Derleth, etc., came into

t

their own."
The new magazine, which will remain quarterly for the foreseeable future, will shake things up by having approximately 40 percent of each
issue's stories focus on a theme a change that's ideal for Kaye, who
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A special Wlrld Fantasy Conventiln collectible issue 0t Weitd Tales, which is set to
receive an editorial reboot in early 2012.
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pected to include Brian Lumley,
Jessica Amanda Salmonson
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Michael Shea. lssue 361 will
focus on fairy and folk tales, including fiction by Peter S. Beagle,

Tanith Lee, Alan Rodgers and
Jane

Yolen.
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While Weird lales has enjoyed a long life since its establishment in
923, it has not been an easy one. After its first incarnation fizzled out in
1954 after 279 issues, the title emerged and disappeared frequently.
There was a four-issue run in 1973, and some paperbacks and a couple
of one-issue fale starts in the'80s. ln 1988, it popped up as a magazine
once again and changed hands a few times over the next twenty years,
before landing atWildside Press in 2005. Finding and maintaining a mod1

"We are still discussing other
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Swords and Sorcery, Ghosts and
Haunted Houses, Steampunk
Fantasy and Weird Theatre."
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ern audience hasn't been easy.
"We have been made aware that Weird Tales has both nostalgic aficionados and a whole new class of younger readers very much in favour
of the magazine as edited by [co-editod Stephen Segal and Ann VanderMeer," Kaye admits, noting that under those two, the magazine doubled
its readership. "lt is our hope and intent to forge an amalgam of both
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worlds

Some classic weird fiction is

main-

tains, "We must discover new voices and new movements, and this is a
major part of our mission. We need new authors and artists that are as
startling and innovative as the iconic contributors from our past, and we
will aggressively seek them

out."
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themes for subsequent issues,"
says Kaye, "and while none are
for sure, the likeliest ones will be

bound to appear in the new magazine in some form, but Harlacher

H.P.

that he edited for Wildside Press starting in late 2004 will also be rolled
into the new Weird Tales, though how that will happen is presently un-
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a tricky task to accomplish."'
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